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ABSTRACT 

Scarcity of water is a problem that is being commonly discussed in modern days, where water 

is being a basic human need out of which a single human being can exist only up to three days 

without water. Among many other uses water plays an important role in consumption. To live 

longer free of diseases it is important to consume clean water where many countries suffer in 

finding clean water resources because of lack of water resources due to seasonal effect, 

pollution of water and other factors. Every country allocates a lot of resources yearly to keep 

the water resources clean as well as to convert the raw water to consumable potable water 

where Sri Lanka spends 20,000 million per year in the purification process. National Water 

Supply and Drainage Board (NWSDB) is the national service provider responsible for 

providing potable water to the nation. Even though NWSDB provides potable water to the 

population, during the drought season usually a shortage of water causing water supply 

interruptions occur, so NWSDB is unable to produce and supply the required demand for water. 

Every year Sri Lanka usually faces drought causing deaths to living beings and failure in 

agriculture occurs due to a deficiency in the rainfall.  

Since this is the first time this research is being carried out in the worldwide context as well as 

Sri Lankan context, the aim of this research is to develop a predictive model which predicts the 

outflow or the optimum capacity that can be purified within a purification plant by considering 

intake quantities, quality parameters of water (Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD), Biological 

Oxygen Demand (COD), Nitrogen, Ammonia), rainfall, humidity, temperature, visibility, and 

windspeed. Where the author follows data pre-processing techniques, feature selection 

techniques (Backward selection, Feature importance), Feature engineering techniques 

(Principal component analysis). Since this is a regression type scenario the author utilizes the 

commonly used regression models namely, Random Forest, Decision Tree (DT), Linear 

Regression, Lasso Regression, XGBoost Regression, Bayesian Ridge Regression, Support 

Vector Regression (SVR) and Ridge Regression. The author also applies hyper parameter 

tuning per each model. Each model is being evaluated by the model evaluators R2, RMSE, 

MAE in order to select the most applicable parameter combination along with the best model. 
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